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Local recurrence after lumpectomy for ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) is a major concern and is related to
residual disease in the breast. We studied the predictive value of lumpectomy margins for residual DCIS and
compared our results and pathological processing techniques with those published in the literature. Margin
status was determined for 89 patients with screen-detected DCIS who had lumpectomy and re-excision, for the
presence and extent of residual disease. Margin width was defined as the narrowest distance between tumor
and any inked margin or, where margins were positive, classified into focal involvement (o1mm of the inked
surface involved), minimal (Z1o15mm) and extensive (Z15mm). The amount of residual tumor was quantified
according to the number of ducts involved with tumor: small (fewer than 10 ducts) or large (10 or more ducts)
residuum. The initial margin status was a significant predictor for the presence of residual tumor in re-excision
specimens (P¼ 0.006). There was residual tumor in 44 and 45% of close non-involved (41 and r1mm width)
margins, 67% of focally, 71% of moderately and 94% of extensively positive margins. The pathologic tumor size
was also a predictor for the presence of residual tumor with 27, 68 and 74% of lesions measuring r10, 11–25,
425mm,respectively, showing residual disease. The presence of residual tumor was not significantly related to
age, mammographic appearance, nuclear grade or intraductal necrosis. The initial margin status was found to
predict for the amount of residual tumor. With careful margin assessment, margin status after lumpectomy for
DCIS can be used to predict for the presence and amount of residual tumor in the breast and is a guide to further
management decisions. A standard for margin status reporting and pathological processing of screen-detected
DCIS in situ lesions will help in the interpretation of data from different institutions.
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With the widespread use of mammographic screen-
ing for breast cancer, more cases of ductal carcinoma
in situ (DCIS) are being detected. Between 1983 and
1992, there was a 500% increase in the prevalence of
diagnosis of DCIS.1 DCIS now accounts for over 14%
of breast cancers diagnosed annually in the United
States.2

Treatment options for patients with DCIS and
DCIS associated with microinvasion have moved
from mastectomy to breast-conserving surgery, as
conservation of the breast for DCIS allows compar-
able survival rates with mastectomy.3–5 Local recur-

rences for DCIS are of major concern as half of these
are invasive cancers that could impair survival4, 6–11

Achieving a low recurrence rate is therefore a major
goal.

One of the potential predictors for local recur-
rence in DCIS is the margin status of the excised
specimen.5,10,12–18 It is therefore a major determinant
for further treatment decisions in breast-conserving
surgery for DCIS as it is the only factor that can be
influenced by physician intervention. The real
issue, however, is the presence of residual disease
in the remaining breast. The aim of this retro-
spective study was to assess histologically the
margins of initial biopsy specimens for patients
with screen-detected DCIS or DCIS with microinva-
sion and to study the correlation between margin
status with the presence and amount of residual
tumor in re-excision specimens. Our results and
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pathological processing methods were compared
with those published in the literature.

Materials and methods

Patients

Between January 1995 and December 1999, 178
patients with screen-detected DCIS or DCIS with
microinvasion had wide excision followed by a re-
excision procedure performed at the Institut Curie.
Re-excision was performed because the margins of
the initial specimen were involved or close (tumor
present less than 2mm from the inked margin). Out
of these 178 cases, a group of 89 patients with
unifocal disease estimated to measure less than 3 cm
on mammography was selected to form the basis of
this study.

Initial Surgical Procedure

All lesions were excised following preoperative
localization. Wide excision was performed under
general anesthesia with the aim of complete removal
of the area of microcalcifications and/or mass.
Specimen radiography was performed peropera-
tively to verify that the mammographic abnormality
was excised. The surgeon oriented all specimens
with sutures and surgical clips. When the lesion was
close to the margins on specimen radiography, an
immediate complementary excision was performed
and oriented. Postoperative mammograms were
performed in cases of microcalcifications to verify
that the radiographic abnormality was completely
excised.

Histopathological Analysis

Initial excision specimens
Specimens were inked by the pathologist to allow
assessment of the margins and processed using
standard institutional methods. Specimens were
fixed and serially sectioned in their entirety, in
numbered slices every 2–3mm. Each slice was put
in as many numbered separate cassettes as necessary
and embedded in paraffin. The median number of
blocks was 13 (range: 3–47). Each block was
examined on one HES (hematoxylin–eosin–safran)-
stained slide. Where there was suspicion of micro-
invasion, the blocks were examined on multiple
levels. Microinvasion was defined as the presence of
foci of invasive cells measuring less than 1mm.19 In
this study, only cases with up to two foci of invasion
were included. The histological grade of DCIS was
evaluated according to the European classification.20

The presence and amount of necrosis was recorded.
The estimated pathologic size was calculated by
multiplying the number of blocks (slides) with
tumor by the thickness of the block (3mm was used
as a rule). The distance used to define the margin

width was the narrowest distance between the
tumor and any inked margin. In case of an
immediate complementary excision, the margin of
the second specimen was considered as the final
margin.

The population was subdivided into five groups
according to the margin width and, in case of margin
involvement, to the extent of margin positivity of the
surgical specimen (Figure 1):

Group 1: Close margin width 41mm, that is,
tumor cells present 41mm from the inked surface.

Group 2: Close margin width r1mm, that is,
tumor cells present r1mm from, but not involving
the inked surface.

Group 3: Focal involvement, that is, o1mm of the
inked surface involved with tumor (positive margin
o1mm involvement).

Group 4: Minimal involvement, that is,
Z1o15mm of the inked surface involved with
tumor (positive margin Z1o15mm involvement).

Group 5: Extensive involvement, that is, Z15mm
of the inked surface involved with tumor (positive
margin Z15mm involvement).

Re-excision Specimens

Re-excision procedures were either wide re-excision
or mastectomy. A conservative surgical procedure
was performed when feasible, that is, when a wide
re-excision could be performed without leaving a
major deformity of the breast. If not, it was
recommended that the patient have a mastectomy.

The extent of tissue sectioning was different for
the two types of re-excision procedures. Wide
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Figure 1 Schematic diagram showing margin status classification
of initial lumpectomy specimen: subgrouped according to margin
width (clear margin) or extent of margin positivity (involved
margin).
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re-excision specimens underwent total serial em-
bedding, whereas mastectomy specimens were
sampled in 10–15 blocks directed to the primary
surgical bed. In addition, the nipple-areolar com-
plex was sampled with three blocks. All specimens
were examined for the presence of residual tumor.
The size of residual DCIS could not be measured in
mastectomy specimens, due to the sampling process
(no serial embedding). Therefore, the amount of
residuum was quantified according to the number of
ducts involved with tumor: small residuum (fewer
than 10 mammary ductal/lobular spaces) or large
residuum (10 or more spaces) for both types of re-
excision specimens. Residual disease was further
classified according to histological type: DCIS, DCIS
with microinvasion or invasive carcinoma. One
pathologist (BSZ) reviewed all slides.

Statistical Analysis

Clinical and mammographic data were collected
from the Institut Curie breast tumor database. Uni-
variate data analysis was performed using Pearson’s
w2 test. The likelihood ratio test or Fisher’s exact test
was used for small numbers. All results with a value
of Po0.05 were considered to be significant.

Results

The age distribution of the study group was 37–78
years (mean 54.5), with 18% of the women aged 45
years or less. The clinical characteristics of the
group and the histopathological features of the
initial biopsy specimen are shown in Table 1.
Mammography showed microcalcifications in 82
(92%) patients, including eight (9%) cases where
microcalcifications were associated with a mass,
and an isolated mass in seven (8%) cases. The
median pathological size was 25mm (range 2–90).
Histological examination of the initial specimen
margins showed uninvolved margins in 31 (35%)
and positive margins in 58 (65%) cases. The
distribution of cases according to margin status
was: close margin width of 41mm in nine (10%)
cases, close margin width of r1mm in 22 (25%),
focal involvement in nine (10%), minimal involve-
ment in 31 (35%) and extensive involvement in 18
(20%).

In all, 46 (52%) patients underwent a breast-
conserving re-excision and 43 (48%) had a mastec-
tomy as the re-excision procedure. Residual disease
was found in 59 (66%) patients. Table 2 shows the
relation between the margin status of the initial
biopsy specimen and the presence of residual tumor
in the same breast quadrant. The presence of
residual tumor in re-excision specimens correlated
strongly with initial margin status. In all, 44 and
45% of specimens with close noninvolved (41 and
r1mm width) margins, and 67, 71, 94% with
positive margin o1mm, positive margin
Z1o15mm, positive margin Z15mm specimens,

respectively, had residual tumor in the re-excision
specimen (P¼ 0.006). The pathologic size of the
tumor did predict for the presence of residual tumor
in that 27% of the lesions 10mm or smaller showed
residual tumor, compared to 68 and 74% where the
lesions were larger than 10 and 25mm, respectively
(P¼ 0.02).

Totally, 27 (47%) patients with residual tumor had
fewer than 10 ducts involved (small amount of
residual disease), whereas 31 (53%) patients had
more than 10 ducts involved (large amount of
residual disease). The initial margin status was also
a predictor for the amount (P¼ 0.009) of residual
tumor (Table 3). A large amount of residual DCIS
was found in 48% of cases with minimally or
extensively involved margins as compared with
20% of the cases with non- or focally involved
margins.

Patients with non- or focally involved margins
had residual tumor in 50% of re-excisions, with 30
and 20% having small and large amounts, respec-
tively. In contrast, cases with minimally or exten-
sively involved margins had residual tumor in 79%
of re-excisions, with 31 and 48% having small and
large amounts, respectively. Overall, 79% of tumors

Table 1 Clinical and pathologic characteristics of evaluated cases

Characteristic No. of patients (%)

Age (years)
r45 16 (18)
445 73 (82)

Mammographic appearance
Microcalcifications 74 (83)
Microcalcifications with mass 8 (9)
Mass 7 (8)

Mammographic size (mm)a

0–10 26 (33)
11–25 36 (45)
425 18 (22)

Pathologic type
DCIS 74 (83)
DCIS and microinvasion 15 (17)

Nuclear grade
Low 11 (12)
Intermediate 42 (47)
High 36 (41)

Intraductal necrosis
Absent 13 (15)
Scant 27 (31)
Moderate/extensive 48 (54)

Histological microcalcificationsa

Present 79 (90)
Absent 9 (10)

Pathologic size (mm)
0–10 11 (12)
11–25 28 (32)
425 50 (56)

Margins
Close 41mm margin width 9 (10)
Close r1mm margin width 22 (25)
Positive o1mm focal involvement 9 (10)
Positive 1o15mm minimal involvement 31 (35)
Positive Z15mm extensive involvement 18 (20)

a
Missing data.
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with minimal or extensive margin involvement had
residual tumor as compared with 50% with close
margins or focal margin involvement.

Classification of residual tumor according to
histological type showed DCIS alone in 56 (95%),
DCIS with microinvasion in one (2%) and DCIS with
invasive carcinoma in two (3%) cases. The two
invasive cancers were found in cases where there
was a greater degree of initial margin involvement.
The case with microinvasion was found in the group
with minimal involvement. Patients with greater
involvement of margins were found to be more
likely to end up having a mastectomy (P¼ 0.007,
Table 4). The presence of residual tumor was not
significantly related to age, type of mammographic
abnormality, mammographic tumor size, histologi-
cal grade, presence of histological microcalcifica-
tions or intraductal necrosis.

Of note was the underestimation by preoperative
mammography of the size of some of the lesions. All
patients in this series had microcalcifications
measuring less than 30mm on the mammogram. In
all, 50 (56%) cases were found to have an actual
tumor size exceeding 30mm. The presence of a mass
as opposed to microcalcifications on the mammo-
gram did not predict for the likelihood of finding
residual tumor in the re-excision specimen.

Discussion

There is still controversy regarding what constitutes
optimal management for DCIS. Mastectomy is still
performed for this noninvasive breast cancer, as
DCIS sometimes extends over a large area of the
breast, and because studies have shown that local
control rates are better following mastectomy as
compared with breast-conserving surgery.3 More-
over, some of the recurrences after breast conserving
surgery are invasive carcinomas that could have
been avoided with a mastectomy. Despite these
higher local recurrence rates, however, the overall
survival rates after breast-conserving surgery remain
similar to those obtained with mastectomy.3,11

Breast-conserving surgery followed by radiother-
apy has become accepted treatment for DCIS
following the results of randomized controlled

Table 2 Probability of finding residual tumor in the re-excision
specimen as a function of patient age, margin status, mammo-
graphic appearance, tumor size, nuclear grade, presence of
necrosis and histological microcalcifications

Variable Residual
tumor

(%) P-valuea

Age (years)
o45 8/16 (50) 0.2NS
Z45 51/73 (70)

Margin status
Close 41mm width 4/9 (44) 0.006
Close r1mm width 10/22 (45)
Positive o1mm focal

involvement
6/9 (67)

Positive Z1o15mm minimal
involvement

22/31 (71)

Positive Z15mm extensive
involvement

17/18 (94)

Mammographic appearance 0.8NS
Microcalcifications 48/74 (65)
Microcalcifications with mass 6/8 (75)
Mass 5/7 (71)

Mammographic tumor size
(mm)b

0.2NS

0–10 16/26 (62)
11–25 22/36 (61)
425 15/18 (83)
Pathologic tumor size (mm)c 0.02
0–10 3/11 (27)
11–25 19/28 (68)
425 28/38 (74)

Nuclear grade 0.9NS
Low 7/11 (64)
Intermediate 27/42 (64)
High 25/36 (69)

Intraductal necrosis 0.6NS
Absent 7/14 (50)
Scant 18/27 (67)
Moderate/extensive 33/48 (69)

Histological microcalcificationsb

Present 51/79 (65) 0.7NS
Absent 7/9 (78)

a
Refers to distribution of cases.

b
Missing data.

c
Pathologic size not assessable in every case due to fragmented
specimens. NS, not significant.

Table 3 Amount of residual tumor in relation to initial margin status

Margin status Amount of residual tumor

None Small a Largeb Total

n (%) n (%) N (%) n (%)

Close 41mm margin width 5 (56) 1 (11) 3 (33) 9 (100)
Close r1mm margin width 12 (55) 6 (27) 4 (18) 22 (100)
Positive o1mm focal involvement 3 (33) 5 (56) 1 (11) 9 (100)
Positive Z1o15mm minimal involvement 9 (30) 9 (30) 12 (40) 30c (100)
Positive Z15mm extensive involvement 1 (6) 6 (33) 11 (61) 18 (100)

a
(o10 mammary ductal/lobular spaces involved with tumor.

b
(Z10 mammary ductal/lobular spaces involved with tumor.

c
Missing data.
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clinical trials.4,21 Various clinical and pathological
factors have been studied that could influence the
rate of local recurrence. These have included young
age, tumor size, nuclear grade, intraductal necrosis,
mammographic appearance, histological presence of

calcifications and margin status.5,10,12–18,22–26 Results
have been inconsistent and various reasons have
been cited, including the lack of data with the
necessary prolonged follow-up.

As DCIS recurrences occur most often in the same
quadrant4,27–29 and have similar pathological char-
acteristics to the original tumor,30 it has been
suggested that they might be related to residual
tumor. Various studies have shown that margin
involvement is a risk factor for local recurrence.
This study was aimed at looking at the rate and
amount of residual DCIS after breast-conserving
surgery in relation to the margin status and compar-
ing our results and pathological processing methods
with that published in the literature. We included
cases of microinvasion in this study because local
surgical control for DCIS cases with or without
microinvasion is identical in this institution.

Our results show that there is a significant corre-
lation between the margin status of the excised speci-
men and the presence and amount of residual disease
after re-excision. These are in keeping with the
findings of others who have studied the margin status
of re-excision specimens for DCIS31–34 (Table 5).

Silverstein et al31 found that when the margin was
‘clear’ (when all tumor identified was 1mm or more
from the inked margin) the rate of residual tumor
was 43%, whereas when the margin was ‘involved’
(if the tumor was found less than 1mm from the
inked margin) there was residual tumor in 76%
(Table 5). Our results show that for cases with an
initial clear margin measuring 41mm, there was
residual disease in 44% and when the margin width
was r1mm or involved, there was residual disease
in 70% of patients. Neuschatz et al32 found that the
rate of residual tumor increased when the margin of
the initial specimen showed greater tumor involve-
ment, and Goldstein et al34 found that when margins
were negative, close or unifocally positive, residual
tumor was present in 42% as opposed to 79% when
margins were multifocally positive. Our results
show that when margins are not involved or focally
involved, the rate of residual tumor is 50% and
increases to 94% when there is Z15mm of the
margin involved with tumor.

Table 4 Final surgical outcome as a function of margin status of the initial excision biopsy specimen

Surgical outcome

Mastectomy Further excision

n (%) N (%)

Close 41mm close margin width 0 (0) 9 (20)
Close r1mm close margin width 9 (21) 13 (28)
Positive o1mm focal involvement 4 (9) 5 (11)
Positive Z1o15mm minimal involvement 16 (37) 15 (32)
Positive Z15mm extensive involvement 14 (33) 4 (9)

Total 43 (100) 46 (100)

Table 5 Presence of residual tumor in relation to margin status in
various published studies compared with this study

Margin status Residual
tumour (%)

Silverstein et al (31)
Clear: Z1mm margin width 43
Involved: o1mm margin width 76

Cheng et al (33)
Positive: tumour at inked margin 39
Close: r1mm margin width 19
Negative: 41mm margin width 14

Goldstein et al (34)
Negative/close 45
Unifocal positivea 33
Multifocal positiveb 79

Neuschatz et al (32)
42mm 0
41–2mm 31
40–1mm 41
Focalc 30
Minimald 46
Moderatee 68
Extensivef 85

Institut Curie (this study)
Close 41mm margin width 44
Close r1mm margin width 45
Positive o1mm focal involvement 67
Positive Z1mmo15mm minimal

involvement
71

Positive Z15mm extensive
involvement

94

a
Margin edge transected a DCIS duct.

b
Margin transected by Z2 ducts that was separated by 45mm or a
positive margin on Z2 slides.
c
Margin involvement by a single microscopic focus in one histologic
section
d
Margin involvement in one LPF and/or limited to involvement in

two to four sections at one geographic edge of the specimen.
e
Margin involvement in two to four LPFs and/or present in five to
seven sections.
f
Margin involvement in five or more LPFs and/or eight or more
sections.
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In Silverstein et al, Cheng et al33 and Neuschatz
et al studies, tumor size was also a significant
predictor of whether or not DCIS could be excised
with clear margins. Silverstein found residual
disease in 57% of cases for tumors measuring
r24mm and in 76% for tumors 424mm. Cheng
found residual disease in 30 and 77%, respectively.
Our results showed residual disease in 56 and 74%,
respectively. Neuschatz found that the rate of
residual tumor increased with increasing tumor size
but their results cannot be directly compared with
ours, as the quoted size ranges are different. In
Goldstein’s study, the size of DCIS was not asso-
ciated with the presence of DCIS on re-excision.
These differences in findings may be due to the
population selection. In Goldstein’s study, the lesion
size was not one of the inclusion criteria, whereas
our study only included lesions that were estimated
to measure r3 cm on the mammogram. Another
reason may be in the pathological methods used for
specimen processing. In our study and that reported
by Silverstein, initial biopsy specimens were sub-
mitted entirely for histological examination,
whereas in Goldstein’s study only 50% were
completely embedded.

Differences in pathological methods, that is,
differences in the sampling process, could also
explain the differences observed between
Neuschatz’s results and ours. In Neuschatz’s study,
specimens were not entirely submitted and the
blocks were cut with a thickness of 3.0–4.5mm,
with most blocks having a thickness of 3.5–4.0mm.
With these measurements, our definition for mini-
mal margin involvement (Z1o15mm involvement
of margin by tumor) would be almost comparable to
Neuschatz’s minimal margin involvement (involve-
ment in two to four sections and/or margin involve-
ment in one low power field). In our study the rate
of residual disease was 71% as opposed to
Neuschatz’s 42%.

With regard to quantification of residual disease
in re-excision specimens, we defined the amounts of
residual disease as ‘small’ (fewer than 10 mammary
ductal/lobular spaces involved with tumor) or ‘large’
(10 or more spaces involved with tumor). This
number was chosen arbitrarily. Goldstein recorded
the number of slides examined, the number of
slides with any DCIS, the maximum specimen
dimension and whether the specimen was sub-
mitted partially or entirely for pathologic examina-
tion. Only 8% of re-excision specimens were
submitted entirely. It seems likely therefore, that
for cases of screen-detected DCIS, if the specimen
is not embedded in its entirety, and blocks not taken
at intervals of 3mm or less, it is not possible to
obtain an accurate reflection of the amount of
residual disease left behind with breast-conserving
surgery.

If one accepts that all patients with DCIS who
have positive (and/or close) margins need re-exci-
sion, then the amount of residual tumor after the

initial excision is of little importance, provided that
clear margins are obtained. However, our findings
that are consistent with other studies show that in
some of the re-excision specimens no residual tumor
is found. Furthermore, even when tumor is present,
the amount of residual disease is often small (fewer
than 10 ducts). This is particularly true in cases with
close or focally involved margins. The question
arises as to whether, in breast-conserving surgery for
DCIS, this minimal amount of residual disease can
be treated by radiotherapy and therefore further
surgery not required. A recent report from our
Institute showed that focal margin involvement
was not found to be a risk factor for recurrence in
a study of 343 patients who received radiotherapy
after breast-conserving surgery for DCIS. In that
study, however, the dosage of radiotherapy was
adapted to the margin status.28 An explanation for
this could be that the volume of tumor left behind
was small enough to be sterilized with radiotherapy.
Interestingly, Kestin et al35 showed that close or
unifocal/multifocal positive margin status did not
significantly predict for local recurrence in their
series of patients treated with postoperative irradia-
tion. However, 94% of their cases received a boost to
the tumor bed.

In other studies where margin status has been
found to be a risk factor for local recurrence, a
reason may be that those cases had a larger degree of
margin involvement, which would imply a large
amount of tumor residuum. This large volume of
tumor may have been too large to be sterilized by
adjuvant radiotherapy. An important consideration
therefore is the actual volume of tumor left behind
and our study gives useful information. When
margins are more than focally involved, we found
that 31% have a small amount and 48% have a large
amount of residual tumor.

Conclusions

DCIS is a three-dimensional lesion, where the
margin status is recorded and assessed in a multi-
tude of different ways. We believe that data and
recommendations by different workers cannot be
adopted without first comparing those differences.
With careful pathological assessment of margins, the
margin status after excision biopsy for DCIS can be
used to predict the amount of residual tumor in the
breast and is a guide to further management
decisions. This practice may help in increasing the
number of cases of DCIS being treated with breast-
conserving therapy. A standard for reporting margin
status and the pathological processing of screen-
detected DCIS lesions will help in the interpretation
of data from different institutions. We have found
the classification system used and reported in this
study to be simple to use and hope that others will
find it easily reproducible.
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